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Introduction and related work

To hardcode an algorithm means to build into it the specific data that
it requires. Even though this means that the algorithm cannot run with
alternative data, a hardcoded algorithm may sometimes be more efficient
than its softcode counterpart.
Implementers of finite automata (FAs) often use a table to represent
the transition function. The conventional table-driven algorithm to determine whether an FAs recognizes a given string is generic in the sense

that the transition table is part of the input data to the algorithm. The
time taken by such an algorithm to determine whether an FA recognizes
a string, thus depends inter-alia on the memory load as represented by
the size of the transition matrix. When manipulating large automata, the
implementer has to be aware of, and indeed avoid, unpredictable behavior
such as early program termination caused by memory overflow. This can
be done by applying more complex techniques, such as vectorization[8] or
recursion algorithms for efficient cache memory usage [7,9].
Much of the work that has been done to improve automata implementation efficiency, has been at the modelling stage; that is, before the automaton’s transition table has been set up for processing by the standard
algorithms. Automata minimization [5,6], and the study of specialized algorithms on problems using an FA as a basic model (Pattern Matching,
Parsing, DNA analysis etc...) are among several examples available where
the model is optimized before implementation.
Hardcoding automata has already proven to be effective in particular automata implementation areas such as parsing and code generation.
In 1986, Thomas J. Pennelo created a system that produced hardcoded
parsers in assembly language[1]. His parser generator was responsible for
analyzing the transitions at any given state to determine if they were
suitable to be hardcoded as a linear search, a binary search, or as a
jump table. The hardcoded parsers showed a 6 to 10 factor improvement in speed over his table-driven system. Horspool and Whitney in
[2] developed many additional optimizations for hardcoding LR parsers.
They used Pennello’s attempt by optimizing decision sequences via linear
search, binary search, and jump tables. They also use adaptive optimization strategy that requires an analysis of the finite state machine, as well
2

as some low level coding optimizations that increase speed and decrease
size. Pfahler created a parser-generator that accepts YACC1 specifications and creates hardcoded parsers in ANSI C that are 5.3 to 6.6 times
faster than yacc-generated parsers, but at least 50% bigger[12]. Bhamidipaty and Proebsting in [3] developed a yacc-compatible parser generator
that creates parsers that are 2.5 to 6.5 times faster that those generated
by yacc. The tool creates directly executable hardcoded parsers in ANSI
C, whereas yacc produces table-driven parsers. Finally, Fraser and Henry
developed a bottom-up code generation table based on bottom up rewrite
systems (BURS) using hardcoding techniques and managed to save both
time and space due to the assembly nature of the code generated that
yields to better compression[4].
Little has been said about hardcoding automata in a more general
sense. This work helps to fill the gap. It consists of a performance analysis of various versions of string recognition algorithms based on hardcoded
FA implementation. However, instead of directly analyzing a hardcoded
solution for recognizing an entire string, the analysis is first of all limited
to the most elementary form possible: the analysis of hardcoded behavior
in relation to acceptance or rejection of single symbol in some arbitrary
state of some finite automaton. This is followed by a simulation of the
analysis of some hardcoded solution for recognizing an entire string based
on the results obtained from previous experiments. We perform various
tests using various coding strategies to help capture the advantage of using hardcode for situations where speed is a major factor. A conclusion of
this work is that hardcoding may sometimes yield significant efficiency im-

1

Yet Another Compiler Compiler[14]
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provements over the traditional table-driven method, and might therefore
be appropriate in particular circumstances where timing is important.
Section 2 below outlines some preliminaries. Section 3 presents the
foundational background to the hardcoding experiments that were carried out. Section 4 explains the various approaches taken with a view to
exploring optimization. Two levels of experiments were carried out, the
first being where the size of the FA and the associated hardcoded code
was limited to an absolute minimum. Section 5 describes the data generation and collection processes used in this first round of experiments
and section 6 presents a summary of these results. Section 7 describes a
further experiment induced by these previous results. Here various levels
of cache and RAM memory are exercised, based on larger FAs than in
the first experiments but relying on the best hardcoded algorithm previously encountered. Section 8 gives the overall conclusion and indicates
directions for future research.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we present various notions needed to understand the remaining of the paper. Most of the concepts covered can be found in
many theory of finite automata publications. A finite automaton M (more
precisely a deterministic finite automaton) is a quintuple (Q, A, δ, s0 , F )
where
– Q is the finite set of states,
– A is the alphabet of symbols,
– s0 ∈ Q is the starting state,
– F ⊆ Q is the set of finite states, and
4

– δ : A × Q → Q is the transition function.
The transition table of M is an m×n matrix such that m is the alphabet size (say number of columns), and n the number of states (say number
of rows). The entries of the matrix represent the result of δ(si , aj ) ∈ Q
with si ∈ Q and aj ∈ A. When δ(si , aj ) is undefined, δ is said to be
partial. If δ(si , aj ) is always defined, δ is said to be total.
The time-complexity of M is the time taken by the device to recognize
or reject a given string. It therefore depends on the transition function
δ. That is, it corresponds to the time taken by the function to accept or
reject a symbol of the string. If τ is the time taken to accept or reject a
single symbol of the string str, and |str| the length of str, then the time
taken to accept str by M is linear and equal to |str|τ . The time taken to
reject str is always ≤ |str|τ .

3

Foundations

This section reviews a standard table-driven string recognition algorithm.
It justifies the decision to restrict the study to an investigation of an
automaton recognizing a single symbol and indicates in pseudo code how
softcoding and hardcoding for such recognition should take place. It then
reviews specific software support structures used for time measurement
and random number generation.

3.1

The table-driven string recognition algorithm

A table-driven algorithm is the usual basis for ascertaining whether a
string str is a member of the language generated by an FA, M . Consider
a string, str, of length len > 0, and a table transition[i][j] that represents
5

the transition function of M , where 0 <= i < numberOf States and
0 <= j < alphabetSize2 . If the automaton is in state i and the next
character in the input string is j, then transition[i][j] indicates the next
state of the automaton. Interpret transition[i][j] = −1 to mean that the
automaton cannot make a transition in state i on input j. Algorithm 1
shows how the string str is conventionally tested for membership of the
language accepted by M .

Algorithm 1 Table-driven string recognition
function recognize(str,transition):boolean
state := 0;
stringPos := 0;
while(stringPos < len) ∧(state ≥ 0) do
state := transition[state][str[stringPos]];
stringPos := stringPos+1;
end while
if state ≤ 0
return(false);
else
return(true);
end if
end function

2

If the table is very sparse, its representation can also be based on linked lists, rather
than on arrays. Details are not important in the present context, and do not materially affect the argument.
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3.2

Single symbol recognition

In the foregoing algorithm, each iteration of the loop processes a single
symbol of an input string. Under normal circumstances, the time taken to
process such a single symbol is independent of both the symbol itself and
of its position in the string. Hence, a consideration of processing a single
symbol instead of an entire string was assumed to be a reasonable basis
for comparing various string processing algorithms. This does not imply
that the study of each algorithm would be limited to a study of how it
behaves in a single fixed state. Instead, both the symbol to be processed,
and the transitions allowed from an assumed single state were randomly
generated over many different simulation runs. In each case, a single state
of an automaton has a randomly determined set of legal transitions on
some set of randomly selected alphabet symbols and has no transition on
all the remaining alphabet symbols.

a b c d e f gh
8 -1 -1 -1 10 14 5 5
Fig. 1. A transition array for a state of some automaton

Figure 1 shows the possible transitions associated with such single
state of an automaton. The figure depicts a one-dimensional array, that
may be regarded as a row of a transition matrix of some FA. The array
is indexed by the FA’s alphabet: {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}3 . Each entry of the
table contains either a valid transition value (which indicates some arbitrary next state) or no transition at all (represented by the value −1).
3

For simplicity, we assume that alphabet symbols are permitted as array indices, and
that indices are ordered in some reasonable way, e.g. in ASCII representation order.
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Algorithm 2 depicts in pseudo code how the array can be referenced to
determine whether an arbitrary input symbol is rejected in the given state
of the automaton or not.
Algorithm 2 Character testing on a state of some automaton
function recChar(ch,transition):boolean
return(transition[ch]6=-1);
end function
The point about this very simple pseudo code is that it is independent
of the actual content of the transition array, in the sense that the pseudo
code does not need to change for different values in the transition array.
It is thus decidedly a specification for a softcoded version of the task at
hand −it may be regarded as the version of table-driven algorithm 1 that
has been trimmed down to dealing with one symbol in some arbitrary
state described by the transition array.
3.3

Hardcoding the recognition of a single symbol

Hardcoding the recognition of a single symbol avoids the use of an array as
a parameter, but generates instead, code that is specifically characteristic
of a given transition array. Algorithm 3 shows an example, in pseudo code,
of the hardcode to deal with the single state transition array depicted in
figure 1. Note that this hardcode has to change whenever a transition
table with different entries is to be used.
Algorithm 3 Hardcode of a transition array of some finite automaton
function hardCode(ch):boolean
if (ch=b)∨(ch=c)∨(ch=d)
return(false);
8

else if (ch=a)∨(ch=e)∨(ch=f )∨(ch=g)∨(ch=h)
return(true);
end if
end function
We are interested in determining how algorithms 2 and 3 compare in
terms of their time performance. Of course, there are many sources of
variation that require study in order to draw general conclusions:
– Algorithms 2 and 3 are presented in Pascal like pseudo-code language
format. For empirical cross-comparison, they have to be translated
into various high and low-level language implementations. Six different
implementations were examined in this study (one of algorithm 2 and
five of algorithm 3). These are described in section 3.
– The algorithms’ performance may vary from one hardware platform
to another. Only one hardware platform has been used in this study,
namely an Intel Pentium IV processor.
– The algorithms’ performance should be compared in relation to many
different input scenarios. Algorithm 4 in section 2.5 describes how
various randomized transition arrays were generated for the study.

3.4

Software support structures

The experiment involving cross-comparison of times taken for different
algorithms demanded the use of software instructions to measure time. On
Intel microprocessors, the so called time stamp counter keeps an accurate
count on every cycle that occurs in the processor. The time stamp counter
is a 64 bit model specific register (MSR) which is incremented at every
clock cycle. Whether invoked directly as a low-level assembly instruction,
9

or via some high-level language instruction, the RDTSC instruction allows
one to read the time stamp counter, and thus to determine approximately
the time taken to execute critical sections of code. It was extensively used
in the coded experiments of this study.
The experiment also critically depended on generating randomized
transition arrays such as depicted in figure 1. The function ran2, described
in [11], was selected for its efficiency for random numbers generated in a
single calculation.

4

Experimental design

Figure 2 gives an overview of the main processes involved in the design
and execution of the experiment. The process started with designing and
implementing code that produces a random transition array. Such an
array is used as input to a table-driven approach for recognizing a character of a string (i.e. an implementation of algorithm 2). It is also used
to hardcode (i.e. implement algorithm 3) in several different ways. The
figure shows two branches taken in regard to the hardcoding endeavor.
The first provides two high-level language hardcoded implementations,
and the second, three low-level (i.e. assembly) language hardcoded implementations. Figure 2 thus alludes to a total of five separate hardcode
generating programs. Each such program takes as input, some transition
array indicating how transitions from a single state of an FA are to be
made, and generates as output, the corresponding hardcode to handle a
single input character in terms of such a transition array. In addition,
a C++ version of the “table-driven” algorithm 2 also takes the same
transition array as input, as well as the single randomly generated input
character.
10

The entry marked “Generate random characters” in figure 2 therefore
alludes to the generation of this random character that is used as input
for a total of six different programs. As suggested in the figure, readings
of the time stamp counter were appropriately embedded in each of the
programs, making it possible to plot and compare the relevant execution
times taken by each program.

Generate random
transition array

Hardcode

Table-driven

Low level
language

High level
language

Switch
statements

Conditional
statements

Jump
table

Linear
search

Direct
jump

Generate
random
characters

Run and
measure time

Time for
table-driven

Time for
switch

Time for
conditional

Time for
jump table

Time for
linear search

Time for
direct jump
Compare time

Plot graphs

Fig. 2. Process diagram indicating how the hardcoded implementation where compared
to the table-driven implementation
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4.1

The Random Transition Array

For the purposes of the experiment, it was necessary to generate randomized transition arrays. Such an array is based on the following random
selections:
– the alphabet size of the FA, say alphabetSize, where 0 < alphabetSize ≤
255; and
– the maximum number of transitions, numberOf T ransitions 6 alphabetSize,
that can be made from the simulated single state.
The array is populated with random entries, each of which represents the
next fictitious state to which a transition would be made if a full transition
matrix were to be generated. The actual number of such fictitious states
is largely irrelevant, but is represented by maxInt.
The array index position of each such entry is some random number <
alphabetSize. Such a random number is generated numberOf T ransitions
times. No provision is made to enforce the selection of a different random
number with each generation, which means that sometimes an array index
position may be reselected. Each array index position could be associated
a symbol that is to be recognized, but which, for the purpose of the experiment, is merely taken to be the integer number itself.
The foregoing implies that an entry such as transition[12] := 234
should be interpreted to mean that if, in the current state, symbol 12 is
encountered, then a transition should be made to the fictitious state 234.
Symbols such as 12 are regarded as “accepting” symbols.
The implication of the above is that alphabetSize−numberOf T ransitions
is the minimum number of randomly located indices of the transition array that are not regarded as those triggering a transition. Instead these
12

indices are associated with “rejecting” symbols. Algorithm 4 shows how
the randomized transition array is generated.
Algorithm 4 Generation of random transition array
function genRandomArray(str):transitionArray
i := 0;
alphabetSize := ran2(0,255);
numberOfTransitions := ran2(0,alphabetSize);
{Initialization: transition[i] :=-1 for i∈[0..alphabetSize]}
while(i < numberOfTransitions) do
index := ran2(0,alphabetSize);
transition[index] := ran2(0,maxInt);
i := i+1;
end while
return(transition);
end function

4.2

The high-level experiments

In the case of high-level implementations, algorithm 3 was implemented
in two ways. The first relied on the use of the switch statement, and the
second on the use of nested conditional statements (i.e. statements of the
form: if...then...else...if...). The programming language chosen was C++,
because of the ability of the g++ compiler to offer many optimization
options (-O3). By way of example, short illustrative code extracts used
in the two cases are provided in source-code 1 and 2 below.
Source-code 1 C++ extract for switch statement implementation
...
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switch(a)
{
case 0: nextState = 8; break;
case 5: nextState = 10; break
...
default: nextState = -1; break;
}
...
Source-code 2 C++ extract for nested conditional statement
implementation
...
...
if (a == 0) nextState = 8;
else if (a == 5) nextSate = 10;
...
else

nextState = -1;

...
...

4.3

The low-level experiments

Because of its simplicity, the Netwide Assembler (NASM) was chosen to
be used in implementing the various versions of algorithm 3.
The first version relied on a jump table. This approach was suggested
by the disassembly of the high-level language’s switch statement. The
latter revealed that the optimizing compiler constructs a jump table when
encountering a switch statement with a large number of cases. However
14

the compiler-generated jump table contained several generic features that
could be further optimized for the specific scenario under study. A code
extract that illustrates a jump table is shown in source-code 3. A table is
defined in the data segment. Each table entry contains the start address
of a block of code that is associated with an input symbol. This entry is
accessed by having regard to regarding the table’s start address and the
value of the input symbol. The table entry relating to the input symbol
is thus read, and the flow of control is directed to the memory containing
instructions relating to that specific symbol.
Source-code 3 Sample code for jump table implementation in NASM
segment

.data

;define the TABLE entries
TABLE

dd

case_default

dd

case_0

...
...loop on alphabet size
;jumps begin here
mov eax, [ebp-4]

; store the value of the symbol in eax

shl eax, 2

; Byte offset from start of TABLE

mov esi, TABLE

; load start of TABLE address

add esi, eax

; determine the address of the jump

jmp [esi]

; jump to address

; specify the different case statements
case_default:
mov edx, -1
jmp next
15

case_0:
mov edx,8
jmp next
...
The second assembler program carries out a sequential comparison of
the various cases. Its structure is fairly obvious and is suggested by the
disassembly of the high-level conditional statements (source-code 4). The
implementation is essentially a linear search and is straightforward. It
involves a sequential series of comparisons and jumps to the appropriate
label, according to the current symbol.
Source-code 4 Sample code for linear search implementation in NASM
...
mov eax, [ebp-4]

; store the value of the symbol in eax

cmp eax, 0
je

near case_0

cmp eax, 4
...
je

near case_default

; specify the different case statements
case_0:
mov edx,8
jmp next
...
case_default:
mov edx, -1
jmp next
16

...
Yet another implementation strategy was investigated. It was based on
the use of direct jumps in assembly. Source-code 5 shows a code extract.
This direct jump version was an attempt to improve upon the jump table
version. It involves the labelling of each block of statements that deals
with a given symbol and ensuring that blocks are separated from one
another by a constant offset. This makes it possible to compute a direct
jump address from the symbol value and block size.
Source-code 5 Sample code for direct jump implementation in NASM
;Direct jump using 10 as the size of each block of case statement
;and 7 as the size of the jump instruction it self
mov eax, [ebp-4]

; store the value of the symbol in eax

mov edx, 10

; store the size of the block in edx

mul edx,
add eax, \$+7

; eax = ip + 7 + 10*eax
;(absolute address to jump to)

jmp eax

; jump to address

; specify the different case statements
case_0:
mov edx,8
jmp next
case_1:
mov edx, -1
jmp next
...
17

5

Data Collection

The collection of data was straightforward. At the time of writing, 355
random transition arrays had been generated along the lines previously
described. For each such array, the five versions of hardcode were generated. Each generated version was then compiled (high-level versions) or
assembled. Then, running through each symbol of the alphabet (i.e. char
in algorithm 2 and 3) each hardcode version as well as the code for tabledriven implementation was run. The time taken to process each symbol
was recorded, noting whether the symbol was an accepting or rejecting
symbol of the state.
In order to account for statistical noise in the time variable (whether
caused by the CPU or the Operating System), it was decided to repeat
the measurements over 20 runs for the same transition array and input
symbol.
Algorithm performance relative to accepting symbols, rejecting symbols, and all symbols collectively, was recorded in terms of three statistical
measures, computed for each batch of 20 runs, namely: the average time,
the minimum time, and the maximum time.
For the table-driven method as well as for each of the five hardcode
versions this yielded a total of nine statistics per randomized transition
array. In each of these cases a tenth statistic was also recorded, namely
the randomly determined number of accepting symbols in the transition
array. Note that, while the rejecting symbols are all treated similarly in
the code, it is generally the case that the greater the number of accepting
states, the greater the number of lines of code have to be added into the
hardcoded versions to deal with these accepting states. In this sense, this
18

tenth statistic, the average number of accepting states, will be regarded
as a metric (albeit somewhat rough and ready) of the problem size.
The raw data thus consisted of six 355 by 10 matrices −one such matrix for each hardcoded version and another for the table-driven method.
In order to further smooth out statistical noise, it was decided to
aggregate the 355 rows in each of the six above mentioned matrices. As a
first step, the rows were sorted in ascending order of number of accepting
symbols. The latter statistic was used as a basis for clustering contiguous
rows, resulting in 33 clusters of rows, containing on approximately 10 to
11 rows per cluster. These clusters of contiguous rows were averaged by
column. The net effect was to reduce each of the six matrices to 33 rows
by 10 columns.
It should be noted that on some, rather rare occasions, the data contained outlier values. It seemed reasonable to assume that these measurements were so dominated by operating system or CPU chance events,
that they merely obscured any legitimate conclusions that one might potentially draw about hardcode performance. Since practically all timing
measurements were well within a 2-digit range, it was decided to regard
any timing number greater than two digits as an outlier. These numbers
were simply ignored in all subsequent computations.

6

Results

Various graphs can be constructed in which one of the nine time statistics
from one of the six matrices is represented on the y-axis and the “problem size” (i.e. the tenth column of that matrix, the average number of
accepting symbols), is on the x-axis. Thus, one could visually depict the
impact of the problem size on, say, the average time taken to process a
19

rejecting symbol when executing the switch statement; or alternatively
on the minimum time to process an arbitrary symbol when executing the
table-driven algorithm, etc.
Figure 3 gives three such graphs. These graphs depict, for each of the
three hardcoded assembler versions, the impact of the “problem size” on
the minimum time taken to process a rejecting symbol.
The following clearly stands out in the graphs.
– The problem size does not appear to have any impact on the speed
of either the direct jump or the jump table hardcoded versions. The
former turns out to be consistently more than twice as slow as the
latter.
– The linear search version displays a clear linear relationship to time,
becoming increasingly slow as the problem size increases. This can
of course be explained by the fact that the method requires that the
input symbol be compared against each possible accepting symbol,
before executing the code for a rejecting symbol.
– While the linear search version is slightly competitive with the jump
table version for very small problem sizes, and with the direct jump for
slightly larger problems, after a problem size of about 20, it becomes
worse than both, and soon becomes hopelessly slow for very large
problems.
Investigation of the rest of the data revealed that, with the exception of the graphs characterizing the linear search version, all of the
graphs have more or less the same form as the jump table and direct
jump graphs −i.e. they are substantially unrelated to problem size. The
observation holds, irrespective of whether maxima, minima or average
20

Fig. 3. Performance based on rejecting symbols

Fig. 4. Overall performance based on accepting symbols

values are considered, or whether data relating to accept or reject symbols are used.Figures 7, 5 and 6 clearly illustrate such a situation. In each
case, hardcoding implementation in assembler is faster than other methods. We notice that it takes more time to accept a symbol than to reject
it. The reason varies from one implementation technique to another. The
number of instructions executed to determine a new transition is applied
to all methods and constitutes the reason of the increased of the time.
21

Fig. 5. Overall performance based on rejecting symbols

Fig. 6. Overall performance based on accepting and rejecting symbols

Another reason is the problem size which represents an obvious threat for
linear search, and if-then-else statement.
As a result, it seemed reasonable to base further comparisons of the
six different coding possibilities on average values taken over all problem
sizes. The results are displayed in histogram form in figure 7. The figure
relates to overall average performance (as opposed to overall minimum or
maximum performance) in regard to any symbol (whether accepting or
rejecting).
22

It follows that, the jump table version is more than twice as fast as its
nearest rival (the linear search version) and more than forty times faster
than any of the high-level implementation versions, whether table-driven
or hardcoded. Moreover, it would seem that hardcoding to a high-level
language is not worthwhile, since the standard table-driven implementation seems to be slightly faster.

Fig. 7. Average processing speed per implementation technique

7

Exercising Memory Levels

The implementation of a hardcoded string recognizer will generally require a larger FA than generated above and will probably involve various
levels of cache and RAM memory and possibly even paging. As a preliminary analysis of these matters, we have chosen to carry out an experiment
using a very simple string recognizer that was based on results obtained
from the single state case described above. Unlike the table-driven algorithm, the code size for a hardcoded program for string recognition is
dependent on the automaton size, i.e on the number of states. Memory
23

management is therefore of concern, as the program’s processing speed is
likely to be affected by its executable code size.
One of the most common strategies to optimally process programs on
Intel Architecture is by mean of Branch Prediction Buffer (BPB)[13]. The
processor predicts using the BPB the most likely set of instructions to be
executed and loads it into cache memory for fast processing. For a given
cache hit4 , if the code is small enough to fit into L1, a memory fetch
is done in about two clock cycles. For an action on set of instructions
whose size is greater than the L1 cache’s size, the processor requests
the use of L2 for processing and shares the code between the two cache
levels. This leads to a drop in the processing speed, simply because the
two caches do not perform at the same speed. L2 cache requires for a
memory fetch about six clock cycles to execute approximately 256KB
of instructions. The RAM will be required by the processor if the cache
memory is too small to contain the entire code to be executed. In this
case, the performance slows considerably as this external memory is far
slower than cache.
The experiment was based on a language that has only two symbols in
its alphabet (say a and b). For any state of the FA (except the final one),
an input of a always triggers a transition to a next state but b does not,
since it is considered as a rejecting symbol. Our finite automaton only had
one accepting state, namely its final state. The only string accepted by
such an automaton with n states is the string a...a (i.e a string with n − 1
symbols). Therefore, testing the processing speed required to recognize
the above string represents the worst case scenario in the sense that any
4

A successful prediction by the processor is called a cache hit, otherwise it is said to
be a cache miss
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string containing a b symbol would be rejected sooner. The hardcode for
such an FA can be easily constructed by selecting one of the hardcoded
algorithms previously described and then appropriately linking together
the NASM source code of n replications of this hardcode. For the present
experiment, the best performer of the algorithms was chosen, namely the
jump table.
We generated 300 different FAs with number of states ranging from
10 to 3000. Under the same conditions as in the single state case, 20 runs
were performed for each hardcoded program. In each case, the corresponding time stamp counter value time to process the maximum length string
was recorded and the minimum, maximum and average values over the
20 runs was noted. As a lower limit for our comparison, we assumed that
the previous results for the jump table algorithm represent the best results possible.The ideal, excluding the effects of different levels of memory,
would be that a linear time scale-up relative to the length of the input
string would be achieved. The processing speed for various hardcoded
multiple state programs was recorded. We then scaled the respective processing speeds for each algorithm’s execution to get the average speed
per state for automata of various sizes. The series of data produced was
plotted and cross compared with the jump table hardcode experiment.
Figure 8 depicts the resulting graph. The results for hardcoding multiple
states shows fairly smooth growth in certain regions, but then changes
linearly to another plateau. The overall pattern is plausibly explained by
the following:
– The size of the L1 cache (8KB) cannot contain the smallest automaton
(10 states) with its corresponding executable which is of the order of
17.9 KB. The program size is two times bigger than the L1 cache’s
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size. Consequently, services of the L2 cache (256KB) are required for
complete processing. This explains the fact that noise is indicated in
the figure between 10 and about 480 states. The use of both L1 and L2
cache by the processor for branch prediction buffering increases the
probability of cache misses at level L1, and cache hits at level L2. In
other words, since few instructions are present in the L1 cache, they
are frequently not needed whereas the needed part of the code is in
the L2.
– A slow growth in time per state is experienced from about 480 states
onwards. In the figure, between about 490 and 1610 states, the corresponding hardcode executable appears to be able to fit into the L2
cache. This is illustrated by the smoothness of the curve within that
range. As the number of states increases, the probability of having to
reach beyond the L2 cache increases linearly, and hence there is also
a slow but linear growth in the curve.
– A linear and rapid growth occurs between 2090 and 2570. The code
to be executed apparently no longer fits into the L2 cache. Services
of the RAM are required by the processor. Since the RAM is much
slower than the cache memory and since the amount of RAM needed
also increases linearly, the linear increase in average time per state
seen in the figure conforms to expectation.
– The processing becomes stable after 2540 states. At this stage, it
would seem that most of the hits are in the main memory. The overall
processing speed of RAM explains such behaviour. We may expect
that in the long run, if the memory is full, paging between memory
and hard drive must be carried out. However, the effects of paging
were not further investigated in this study.
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Fig. 8. Hardcoded multiple state against single state implementation

As a final observation, note that the figure clearly indicates that, in
the range of problem size currently investigated and based on the result
obtained at this stage, hardcoding the recognition of a string appears to
be more efficient than its table-driven counterpart. This is evident from
the fact that the entire curve for the hardcode experiment lies below
the horizontal line representing the time required per state for the table
driven approach that was recorded in the previous experiment. However,
a more complete investigation is needed of the cache misses and hits that
would occur for a larger transition table when implementing the tabledriven approach. Such an evaluation would provide a realistic quantitative
comparison between the two methods. It should be emphasized that the
constant time per state shown in the figure for table-driven approach is
a lower bound on what would practically be experienced for transition
tables of larger size.
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Conclusion

This study firstly cautions against a naı̈ve attempt to use a high-level
language as a basis for hardcoding. It is perhaps not too surprising, however, that it affirms that hardcoding in assembler can lead to significant
performance improvements in relation to the conventional table-driven
implementation. It should be noted that, while the use of the jump table outperforms the current version of assembler code implementing the
direct jump, there may be scope to reduce the time taken by the latter,
based on further fine-tuning to optimize the type and number of arithmetic operations. Since it is expected that transition tables would also
suffer from cache faults, we may likely stop our experiments at this stage
without affecting the overall claim of our work.
Nevertheless, the experiment carried out with the jump table extended
to cover several states, strongly suggests that hardcoding will produce
time efficiencies in comparison to the table-driven approach for a certain
range of FAs. The future challenge is to explore that range more fully. This
will involve randomly generating more complex FAs, investigating the
cache effects on the table-driven algorithm and determining the bounds
at which paging occurs for both hardcoded and table-driven versions.
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